Telecommunications are part of a developing field that tries to improve constantly. Related services require accuracy, speed, and integration simplicity in complex applications. New technologies aimed at efficient and low cost communication, involving the internet and taking place in real-time. This paper is dedicated to WebRTC (Web Real-Time Communication) technology, presenting its architecture, development environment, advantages, targeted markets as well as the implementation of a real-time communication application using Unify Circuit, Node.js, Express Framework and OpenSSL. 
INTRODUCTION
WebRTC, short for Web Real-Time Communications, is a new standard that the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) and the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) have defined to enable web browsers to conduct peer-to-peer real time communications through a series of common protocols.
Before WebRTC, in order to achieve real-time audio, video or data communications on the web browsers, the users had to install third party plugins that made the experience complicated and troublesome, and those plugins needed to be updated very often because of security vulnerabilities.
With WebRTC (an application and plugin free technology), HTML5 and JavaScript, can be used to get access to the webcam and the microphone from a computer, and send audio and video content to another browser as well as data content [1] . A web browser can become a multimedia endpoint revolutionizing the way users communicate over the Internet. Now a WebRTC gateway can be used to obtain a connection to a traditional carrier network or a PBX (Private Branch Exchange). This gateway uses SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), an arduous protocol to talk to the traditional network, but provides a RESTful (Representational state transfer) API based on HTML5 and JavaScript [2] facilitating the p rocess of sign alin g . A web d ev elop er can u se a PaaS (Platform as a Service) to embed real time communication into a web application with web RTC. WebRTC enables point-to-point or point-to-multipoint [3] communications without plugins as it can be simply embedded into browsers -a web server is only needed to exchange information and control data between peers.
The idea of RTC isn't new in itself -Technologies are new! Recently, Huawei performed a 5G demonstration providing "around 1 Gbps per UE"(User Equipment) claiming "a latency of 0.5 milliseconds" [4] .
WEBRTC ARCHITECTURE
Traditional web architectures are built on client-server model where communication is made unidirectional, from server to client over HTTP.
WebRTC architecture improves the client-server model by adding the concept of peerto-peer communication between web browsers. In WebRTC the most common model is the triangular architecture - Fig.1 (a) (or trapezoidal architecture Fig.1(b) in some cases), browsers accessing a web application on a server through which signaling messages are transmitted via HTTP or WebSocket [5] . The server is used to connect the data control, but then the media stream is only peer-to-peer between browsers. 
WEBRTC APPLICATIONS
WebRTC applications are typically written in JavaScript and HTML5 and are processed by the browsers using the WebRTC API integrated into them, through which it performs functions of connection management, encoding and decoding, media control and NAT translation.
NAT is short for Network Address Translation and is the process whereby a limited set of IPs (IPv4 only support about 4 billion addresses [6] ) are divided to work on more devices. In this way many computers can connect to a router interface and the router to the Internet.
SIGNALING IN WEBRTC
WebRTC standard does not define a specific signaling protocol other than the generic SDP (Session Description Protocol -a protocol similar to SIP because it uses the same technology) used to exchange control messages.
WebRTC signaling is left opened, allowing flexibility in design, granting developers choosing between using a gateway like WebSocket, Socket.io, XMPP, SIP or Smoke signals. The signaling process in WebRTC is based on a new standard proposed by IETF called JSEP -JavaScript Session Establishment Protocol, which is a collection of interfaces used for signaling identification.
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WEBRTC API
The WebRTC API is an extension to HTML5, having the ability to start setting up a call information or a communication information and can be integrated into standalone or embedded web browsers and even intro smartphone applications that have the web browsing technology built intro them. Web RTC offers several standard tools used in web technologies, HTML for displaying the objects and JavaScript for programming the communication part and controlling the information objects.
The WebRTC API stack, as showed in Fig.2 is built on three concepts, MediaStream, PeerConnection, and DataChannel:
• MediaStream -is an interface that defines a stream media type content. A stream is represented by several audio or video tracks. Each track is defined as an instance of the MediaStreamTrack interface ( Fig. 3) ;
• PeerConnection -is an interface that defines a connection between the local browser and a remote peer;
• DataChannel -defines methods to connect to a remote peer, monitoring and maintaining the connection and close the connection when it is no longer necessary.
FIG. 2. WebRTC API Stack

FIG. 3. MediaStream getUserMedia() function
ICE, short for Interactive Connectivity Establishment, is one of the lower layers in the protocol stack, above UDP, used to solve the problem of establishing the connection through a NAT device like a router or a firewall, without setting up port forwarding to get packets that are coming from unknown hosts outside the network and to be forwarded to a specific machine inside the network.
ICE is an amalg amation of two p r o t ocols: STUN (Session Trav ersal Utilities for NAT) and TURN (Traversal Usin g Relays arou nd NAT). ICE is sp ecified in a way supposed to be independent from SIP (Session Initiation Protocol), and uses SDP (Session Description Protocol) like an interchange format describing the local addresses to encode and send them through a third party to the peer needed to connect to, as shown in Fig.4 .
FIG.4. ICE -Interactivity Connection Establishment using STUN and TURN
WEBRTC MARKETS
The WebRTC technology offers practical and decentralized tools for communication and in conjunction with the widespread browser support, generates feasible applicability to a variety of market niches such as:
• Healthcare -there could be created derived products used to develop telemedicine providing encrypted connections in P2P system and ensuring enhanced security connections that allow for the development of physician patient healthcare services, remotely transmitting medical information, and even wearable devices providing remote diagnosis. A patient can communicate with a hospital in a website like a "nurse hot-line"speak or have a videoconference -without having an arrangement with the hospital, an appointment or filling in an application. The patient can go to a web page and have instant live (real time) access to medical services through the click of a button;
• Training and higher education -students can bring their own devices into the campus environment enabling those students to communicate with university staff and professors or with other students, not having to worry about different operating services or applications support, basically they can have access through a web application (without plugins or downloading and install native applications to their devices);
• Conferencing -a very large use in the conferencing marketplace, especially on the business environment, there are already applications developed for web conferencing through WebRTC enabled web pages starting conferencing by a click distance without pre-installed software or downloading extra code;
• Customer service -the use of WebRTC could revolutionize and democratize the customer service solutions and support using applications enabled with voice, video and data communication, especially to e-commerce business or technical support services enabling the possibility to do co-browsing assisting to help a customer resolve a problem;
• Social media -social networks continue to grow rapidly creating a large marketplace for new applications and products. Most of the popular social media platforms already started to use and adapt WebRTC.
ADVANTAGES AND REASONS TO USE WEBRTC
7.1. Need for rapid development -in a very fast moving world, the possibility to build quick and reliable applications become an important asset in the growth on the business sector. Using WebRTC built-in technology into the web browser allows to rapidly deploy and develop new scalable applications that can be accessed by users instantly; 7.2. Embedded communication -because the web browsers implement an underlying technology HTTP and HTTPS and underneath that is HTML which represents the format of the information that comes down, it can be embedded anywhere, not only on the web browsers -web technology is the ability to go to the web servers to grab the information and to display (render) it and can be built into any native applications on smartphones or other modern devices; 7.3. Viruses, Malware, Business and industrial Spying and Ransomware -People are growing reluctant to download plugins and installing new software, companies are locking down systems, not allowing employees to install programs without the accept of the organization because downloading programs to the devices can open security risks, making the IT department overloaded. With WebRTC the IT costs can be lowered, not having to worry about downloading new software because the technologies needed for communication are built into the web browser itself and into the protocol that the browser uses. In WebRTC communication the signaling encryption can be achieved with DTLS (Datagram Transport Layer Security) and the media can be encrypted using SRTP (Secure Real-time Transport Protocol) avoiding "man-in-the-middle" attacks [7] ; 7.4. Internet of Things (IoT) -the IoT concept assumes controlling via the Internet al the internet enabled devices that surround us [8] -smartwatches, phones, appliances, lighting systems and even cars [9] . WebRTC technology can attain greater connectivity, easy access to data, interconnected ecosystems, achieving lower costs and optimizing resource efficiency.
BUILDING A WEBRTC APPLICATION
Application development environment is extensive, comprising installing
software development services and software platforms for security and encryption such as Java SDK (Java software development kit), Node.js, Python, Circuit and OpenSSL.
8.2. Call control module: in Node.js, all modules export an item that can easily be called anywhere in the code [10, 11] and for logging an instance of Express module called app was used. Express is a rapid web development module that provides various functions for viewing, testing, routing, negotiation content in a web page, but also for generating an executable application.
After calling the logger function the app.get function was used to get users from database with user.js subprogram. App.get function is structured as (route, reply) and is used for routing the endpoints (URIs) and responding to customer demand through HTTP GET method. In this case, the function points to the directory users, demanding the user list as a response.
The user.js subprogram, which is the software solution driver, connects the sub composing web application and creates a number of variables Java Script connecting them in different packages, dependencies, Node functionality or routes, when a new Express Node.js project starts.
The logon() function compares the login email and password with the database from the Circuit platform, then creates a Client instance and through events method grants user access in the application. (Fig. 5.) 
FIG.5. logon() function
The second operation after the login, is grabbing conversations already taken by the user. For exceptions, the catch function was used to verify if the logging takes place successfully, or if the username or password are incorrect. The log out function sets the Client module off, leaving the application and returning to the original page.
The function that changes the connection status of the application is performed by addEventListeners() method, attaching an event to the Client element, without overwriting other already created events, as showed in Fig.6 .
FIG.6. addClientEventListeners() function
Connection management:
to make the connection between the two entities, the data link layer: path and app.js were set. The app.set function (name, value) sets the name and value of the local port where the ('port') application is running.
The index.js subprogram contains the request-response function which exports the web page that includes the application. Creating the virtual server that hosts the application, in this case https://localhost:8080 is made by the function showed in Fig.7 .
FIG.7. addClientEventListeners() function
Another connection aspect is adding the <script> tag containing the sub-interface elements index.ejs. The tags refer to a link either to a script document type or to a local client.js file. The code in Fig.8 connects the index.ejs interface to all subprograms and functionality of the main program called client.js. the user is logged on and creates average time variables, then a conversation is selected and media is streaming. The join() function also checks if the user is logged in, create variables for media types and allows the user to choose a conversation. To attend a conversation, the function must state "started". The leave() function has the same elements as the join() function, but user the leave() module and depending on the ID of the conversation, removes the user from the conference. Changing the conference status when the conference ends takes place through the updateList(call) function as showed in Fig.9.   FIG.9 . updateList() function
Graphical user interface (GUI):
A setCallUI() function was created and used every time when it came to setting or resetting the user interface. In the following function the button which accesses the conference is changed.
The button has two options: "Start" -which refers to the start of a conference, or 'Enter' -which refers to join a conference that has already begun. (Fig. 10.) .
FIG.10. setCallUI() function
When joining a conversation, audio and video stream is automatically activated and sent to onVideoChange() function. The resetCallUI() function, showed on Fig. 11 , is called for every change made by other functions while accessing the application or conversation.
FIG.11. resetCallUI() function
The updateButtons(), shown in Fig.12 , relates to the button that changes its text depending on the state of the conversation. If the conference has already started, the function will output "Join" and if the users starts the conference the function will output "Start" and hide the "Join" button. If the conference is not started the function will hide the "Exit conference" button. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
The usage of WebRTC technology reduces physical resources: cables, physical inputoutput ports, memory and also software maintenance resources: operating system (OS) updates, installing or uninstalling software on endpoints and even security aspects, monitoring and controlling them on a shared server. The solution was tested using "Circuit" API-s, in real-time applications of video-conferencing (as the main target were cloud communications, other forms of live streaming -e.g. instrumental acquired data flows -are intended in future developments). There are already solutions like Google Duo providing live preview of the caller's face from her/his smartphone front-camera.
